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1. Start Here 
 
Most SIL software tools focus on PFD calculations, with SISSuite the focus is on 
Safety Instrumented Function (SIF) management.  SISSuite offers an integrated set of 
tools that support the lifecycle management for your SIFs.  For the most part the 
data entry requirements and SISSuite functionality will be self-evident.  The 
following notes offer guidance to the overall structure and co-ordination of the 
SISSuite toolset. 
 
[For the reasoning underlying the approaches employed within SISSuite, interested 
users are referred to the book ‘Functional Safety in Practice’, available from 
Amazon.] 
 
Note that in order to prepare a SIL verification record (SILCheck) it is necessary to 
first identify the ‘elements’ (instrument types used) and the associated instrument 
tag numbers (or ‘supertag’ numbers – see below) before declaring the SIF 
architecture. 
 
To create a SIFTag it is necessary to identify the hierarchy: First the Site, then the 
Plant, (both under ‘Account Management’) and then the SIS Tag (under Tag 
Management) in that order.  You can then assign each lower level record to the 
correct upper level. 
 
Only approved records are available ‘downstream’.  If a record doesn’t appear on a 
drop-down list it may not have been approved.  Records must be approved by 
competent practitioners to become available (see Competence Register below). 
 
To reduce data entry requirements within SISSuite there are options for ‘cloning’ 
records; this allows just the changes needed to be made before saving the cloned 
record with a new unique reference. 
 
A variety of views provide a ‘filter’ option to narrow the display listing. 
 
A quick start guide is available that will help you quickly perform a SIL compliance 
evaluation of a SIF, but this manual provides fuller details of the available tools and 
how to use them.  
 

2. Record Version Control 
 
Each critical record within SISSuite is subject to automatic version control, with 
check and approval limited to those identified as competent for those purposes. 
Only the current approved records become available for ‘downstream’ dependent 
records.  Versions progress through the following cycle: 
 

1. Draft 

2. Draft Complete 
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3. Checked 

4. Approved 

Drafts are numbered incrementally 0.01, 0.02 etc. 
 
Approved versions are numbered 1.0, 2.0 etc. 
 
Revisions to approved versions becomes drafts numbered e.g. 1.01, 1.02 etc. 
 
For each record type, which is subject to version control, the user name and time 
stamp will be recorded for originator, checker and approver. 
 
Note that if an ‘upstream’ record is revised, dynamic fields within ‘downstream’ 
dependent records will be automatically updated via the APS (Automatic 
Propagation System).  Version control relates to the user editable ‘static’ fields 
within the record i.e. the configuration and related parameters.  (This avoids the 
need to ‘rev up’ a cascade of many records when revising an element failure rate 
for example.) 
 

3. Location/Tag Management 
 
Company details can be declared and plant or project designations can be identified 
and allocated to specified Sites as appropriate. 
 
The familiar hierarchy of: 
 
Site – Plant – SIS – SIF – Instrument  
 
is adopted.  If the SIF is standalone (typically a hardwired installation) it becomes a 
‘single SIF SIS’.  This label or similar might be adopted for the required SIS Tag (All 
such SIFs would appear under the one SIS tag).  Alternatively, the SIF tag may be 
assigned to the SIS Tag also. 
 
A series chain of instruments may be aggregated together as a ‘SuperTag’ (See the 
Section on SILCheck).  Note that instrument tags and supertags must be unique.  
Instrument tags must, of course, be declared before they can be combined into a 
SuperTag. 
 
Auxiliary equipment items (e.g., trip amplifiers relays, barriers, solenoid valves) may 
be given arbitrary tag numbers, but it is helpful to assign numbers that will aid 
recognition when subsequently selecting the tag from the drop down selection field 
in the SILCheck module. E.G., SIFTAG.a, SIFTAG.b etc. 
 
A given instrument tag or super tag may be used in more than one SIF.  This is 
legitimate e.g. a given valve may be used in more than one SIF. 
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When an instrument tag is created, the user is asked to enter the ‘vintage’; this is the 
year of manufacture or overhaul.  It is against this date that the current age of an 
instrument will be determined to see if it has exceeded its nominal ‘useful life’.  (See 
the Section on Useful Life Management.) 
 
Although a given instrument or super tag may be used to represent what is known to 
be the same element type in multiple SIFs, it is better to use different tag numbers if 
the actual elements used are different instances of the element type; this will allow 
the vintages of the actual instruments to be declared and their ages monitored. 
 
[That said, if there are a large number of identical SIFs, an alternative, to reduce the 
record entry requirement, is to separately manage useful life aspects of the multiple 
SIFs outside SISSuite.  A single SIF can then be used to represent all the SIFs.  The total 
element population count should still be declared to allow to allow failure rate 
monitoring. The aggregate count and expected rate for all the SIFs can be used for 
the leading indicator values associated with this single representative SIF.] 
 
It is worth investing some time to identify appropriate tagging and naming 
conventions before creating the plant/project records. 
 

4. Competence Register 
 
For each record type within SISSuite, users can be assigned competence at one of 
four levels: 
 

1. Novice 

2. Supervised Practitioner 

3. Practitioner 

4. Expert 

Only users identified as Practitioner or Expert are permitted to check or approve 
records. 
 
Each user added to an account will, by default, be assigned a competence level of 
‘Novice’ for all record types.  Appropriate competence levels should be assigned for 
each record type. 
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Note that all users may access any record, and any user that is assigned a 
competence level of practitioner or expert can modify and check & approve a 
record.  Different companies may implement different disciplines concerning 
permissions for preparation, check, and approval in relation to individual record 
types. E.g., whether the checker may also approve.  Such permissions are not policed 
within SISSuite, but all edits will be captured with user name and date stamp, 
providing account holders with an audit trail. 
 

5. Documentation 
 
A variety of documentation forms are available that do not involve any algorithmic 
evaluation e.g. proof test procedure, Safety Requirement Specification and a 
general-purpose document form. Appropriate templates or free format forms are 
offered that are subject to SISSuite version control and competency management 
provisions.  The SRS template allows a link to a related PSTCalc record if appropriate.  
 
Users may find it helpful to create a general document called ‘Reference 
Documents’ as a place to list all supporting documentation e.g. hazard studies, 
which are held externally to SISSuite. 
 
Each record type can be exported as a .pdf file which can be stored on the user’s 
server as required.  This facilitates archiving and means the user can maintain 
independent records of the data that are not dependent on continuing access to 
SISSuite or the cloud. 
 

6. Element Database: SIFED 
 
This is where equipment item types (elements) are identified together with their 
reliability data.  Note that a given element record can be allocated to many 
instrument tag numbers.  A ‘Duty Group’ can be nominated; typically, ‘dirty’, 
‘severe’, ‘general’.  This allows a different reliability to be assigned for the same 
element type when the particular duty may be thought to have a bearing on 
reliability performance.  This will allow a more representative PFD calculation and 
may be useful when undertaking a periodic review of the failure rate within different 
groups of instrument populations. 
 
For each element-duty combination, the TOTAL failure rate (including both safe and 
dangerous failures) (or equivalent MTBF) is to be entered, together with the Safe 
Failure Fraction and the diagnostic coverage (DC).  See appendix 1 for further details 
on these specifications. 
 
Reliability may be identified as being: 
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‘Vendor’; typically with data from a certificate (with the option In SISSuite to 
include an additional figure to account for ‘deployment’ – specific installation 
and environmental influences). 
 
‘Generic’; with data from a generic database. 
 
‘Experience’; data calculated (using a Poisson approximation) from user data 
on element populations and estimated failure counts.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The nominal useful life figure allows SISSuite to identify when individual instruments 
have exceeded their useful life and flag this to the user.  SISSuite can then 
automatically estimate failure rate inflation on the basis of the prevailing age of the 
equipment and allow a new estimate of prevailing PFD to be calculated for SIFs.  
 
The population figure declared for an element type-duty combination should include 
ALL equipment of that type and duty, including non-SIF deployments such as those 
on control and monitoring duties.  Monitoring of the wider population provides 
better confidence in estimates of failure rates. 

7. Prior-Use Evaluation 
 
This module allows the user to record an evaluation of the ‘evidence of suitability’ of 
a device for deployment in a SIL rated SIF.  There are two aspects to this: 
 
systematic capability (SC)* 
failure rate (and Safe Failure Fraction). 
 
*Strictly speaking, the requirement for systematic capability applies only for devices 
that are claimed to be compliant with IEC 61508-2 or -3, but the intent of ‘evidence of 
suitability’ is the same and so SISSuite assumes an equivalence to facilitate the 
compliance evaluation.   
 
If an element/device is to be considered based on Prior-Use, the PU/SC evaluation 
should normally be made first.  Once the PU/SC evaluation is complete (and 
approved), this record may be used in turn to create a record within SIFED (the 
element database) – all the relevant data is then automatically transcribed to the 
relevant fields within the SIFED record. 
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(A PU/SC evaluation may be made after a SIFED element record has been created, 
but the SIFED record would need to be manually edited and ‘revved up’ to make the 
link to the PU record.) 
 
Elements may be evaluated as: 
 

i) ‘legacy items’ - existing equipment that has been in service for an extended 

period,  

or  
 

ii) ‘new instance’ items, - an equipment model that is newly procured (or recently 

installed) but for which there is experience that substantiates its fitness-for-

purpose.   

Typically this experience would be through existing legacy installations, but might be 
from an off-site or vendor identified population, if it can be shown that the 
performance would not be influenced by site specific considerations, e.g., 
equipment to be installed in auxiliary rooms and operating in relatively benign 
conditions.  
 
Once the SIFED record is available, the failure rate can be identified by: 
 

a) Direct entry of generic data if this is considered appropriate 

b) Automatic calculation from the population count, the length of service and the 

actual or estimated failure count. Experience may be based on both safety and non-

safety applications (e.g., control and monitoring) where the duty is essentially 

comparable. 

For the most part the requirements of the fields within the PU/SC record are self-
evident or are indicated by supporting notes. 
 
The SC is identified on the basis of responses to questions about the provenance of 
the equipment. These questions have been nominated as a reasonably practicable 
basis for user assessment of equipment.  Against each response an upper SC limit of 
0/1/2 is identified on the record. The overall SC evaluation is constrained by this 
limit. An SC=2 is the most that can be achieved; SISSuite Ltd consider that any claim 
beyond SC=2 should be based on a fully formal evaluation. 
 
The intention here is to show a considered evaluation of fitness for deployment to a 
SIF together with identification of any key requirements relating to such 
deployment.  Regardless of the result of the evaluation, if the user has some reason 
to doubt the suitability of the equipment, it should not be deployed unless these 
doubts have been appropriately addressed. 
 
An SC=0 may result; this implies that no systematic capability has been identified.  
On this basis, the equipment would not allow a SIL compliant SIF design, but it may 
still be acceptable if the design is identified as making the risk As Low As is 
Reasonably Practicable (ALARP). 
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If the user has reason to modify the SC that results from the evaluation, responses 
may be revised as required and qualifying remarks made substantiating the changes 
made to force the SC evaluation. 
 
See appendix 5 for details of the safety specification fields and the basis on which 
entries may be made. 
 

8. Nominating Population Groups 
 
There are a range of practical considerations in identifying population groups for 
failure monitoring.  More groups allows better discrimination, but reduces the 
population count within each group which means the findings may be less 
statistically representative. 
 
A key point is that although there may be a small subset of a device population 
deployed to SIF duties, the failure rate monitoring should consider the broader set 
that includes the population used for control and monitoring purposes since this 
gives a larger representative sample. 
 
For that reason, the populations declared in the database should be for the total 
populations, not just those used in SIFs. 
 
It is suggested that populations should be identified as far as the manufacturer and 
series type, together with vulnerability due to the specific nature of the deployment. 
(E.g., whether on severe service.)  Typically we would identify manufacturer and 
series of a flow meter, but not what size or build materials.  This would typically 
mirror the assessments undertaken by manufacturers which are generic to a series 
design type.  Only if a failure is subsequently found to be only relevant to a particular 
subset is it suggested a greater resolution in categorisation of populations should be 
used. 
 
Since actuators of different types and from different vendors may be used with a 
given valve, it could be argued that actuators and valves should be distinguished as 
different elements.  There are practical difficulties in this however and generic 
database values make no such distinction.  Again, only if a failure is subsequently 
found to be only relevant to a particular subset of actuators is it suggested that it 
might be useful to distinguish the actuator as a separate element. 
 
Seat failure to provide tight shut off (as distinct from stroking failure), will typically 
arise due to service life and associated wear, and should be addressed by 
assessment of useful life expectancy rather than random hardware failure rate.  
Given this consideration, attempts to refine valve equipment groupings on the basis 
of shut off requirements probably represent an unwarranted complication. 
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If the duty is unexceptional, it is suggested that no distinction be made beyond 
manufacturer and series type.  If a particular vulnerability is identified for an item 
due to its deployment/duty, then a special sub-grouping may be identified for that 
equipment series type.  For example: 
 

ACME Model T Pressure Tx – All duties 
ACME Model T Pressure Tx – Increased vulnerability duties 

 
This use here of ‘vulnerability’ mirrors the categorisation proposed for identifying 
increased failure rates for ‘deployment’ factors which keeps things relatively 
straightforward, but the user is free to nominate any grouping. 
 
In summary then, typically most elements will simply have an ‘All’ grouping.  Some 
elements may have a subset group of ‘Increased vulnerability’.  Further refinement 
in grouping is possible but may be of questionable value.  Exceptionally there may be 
a case for a special subset grouping associated with a particular duty/environment. 
It is not suggested that device firmware revision should be used as a basis for sub-
dividing populations for monitoring of ongoing reliability.  Firmware would typically 
give rise to systematic failures rather than random hardware failure.  Revisions may 
be addressed as part of change management, or where upon analysis a failure was 
found to be due to vulnerability of a particular firmware revision. 
 
If there is a mix of ages in a population there is the possibility that an increased 
failure rate in the older subset might be masked by the younger.  It would, in 
principle, be possible to identify subgroups on the basis of age, but this may well be 
too complicated an approach and SISSuite accommodates ageing by automatically 
inflating assumed failure rates. 
 
Note that the element database (SIFED) is dedicated to the user’s SISSuite account 
and is common to all sites/plants/projects nominated within the account.  If plants 
operate in very different environments it might be appropriate to have groups 
associated with particular plants. (Or having different accounts for the individual 
plants.) 

9. SIL Compliance Evaluation: SILCheck 
 
SILCheck provides a verification of compliance of SIF design in respect of: 
 

• PFD 

• Hardware Fault Tolerance 

• Systematic Capability 

SILCheck uses the Reliability Block Diagram (RBD) approach, and calculations are 
implemented using the formulae from IEC 61508 Part 6.  Before performing a 
SILCheck on a SIF design, all the required instrument tags must be available, each of 
which must have been associated with an element within the element database 
(SIFED). 
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SILCheck allows entry of up to six ‘block groups’ in a series chain.  The architecture of 
each block group can be individually identified (1oo1/1oo2/1oo3/2oo3/2oo4).  
Architectures such as 2oo2 can be handled as a number of 1oo1 groups in series (so 
2oo2 becomes 2x 1oo1).  Parameters (such as Beta factor and test interval etc.) are 
entered for each block group.  Some default entries are provided that must be 
overwritten if required.  Individual block groups may be switched on/off to 
enable/disable them. 
 
Upon ‘save’ the verification results for the design are displayed.  The ‘View Block 
Diagram’ option will generate the RBD and identify any individual block groups that 
are non-compliant and why. 
 
A series chain of individual instrument tags may be combined into a ‘SuperTag’*. 
   
*Supertags can be regarded as virtual instruments that have an aggregate performance that corresponds with 
that of the instrument chain; the supertag dangerous failure rate is simply the sum of the individual 
instrument dangerous failure rates.  The supertag total failure rate and SFF are assigned on an equivalence 
basis to ensure the appropriate route 1H evaluation; they are not derived on a simple arithmetic basis. 
 

Supertags should also be used wherever series chains are placed in parallel 
branches, since: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
is NOT equivalent to: 
 
 

 
 

 
(This is not a SISSuite thing, this is true of any reliability analysis.) 
 
In SISSuite this arrangement may be declared as: 
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This approach can also be used to accommodate non-identical redundant branches; 
each of the individual branch chains are first combined as a supertag.  These 
supertags can then be identified as being combined in the appropriate architecture 
(1oo2/1oo3/2oo3/2oo4).  Where redundant branches are used, the default 
calculation conservatively uses the data for the least reliable branch.  The sensitivity 
of the system performance to this data can be explored by choosing to use the 
reliability data for the ‘best’ branch.  (Typically, sensitivity will be found to be low; 
overall system performance will not normally be significantly affected.) 
 
[Note that if there is a large difference in the branch reliabilities, the common mode 
component derived from the ‘worst’ branch might be less reliable than the ‘best’ 
branch – this would make the redundant branching appear less reliable than a 1oo1 
architecture using the ‘best’ value!  In such circumstances it may be better to select 
the ‘best’ value for the redundant branches and declare a high beta value.]  
 
[Note that partial proof test coverage corrections are applied to the block group; this 
will result in a conservative estimate if some elements within a supertag have full 
coverage. If required, a manual calculation of the proof test coverage for the 
supertag can be made and declared for the related block group. The difference is 
unlikely to be significant - remember all our calculations remain estimates at best.] 
 
For all but the simplest designs it is recommended that a ‘back-of-envelope’ sketch 
of the equipment architecture is prepared and tags/supertags identified for each 
block or groups of blocks.  (You will otherwise likely find it difficult to keep track of 
which tags/supertags are used where.)  You may find it convenient to label supertags 
with an explicit combination of the constituent tags as shown in the example below.  
(So a supertag compiled from a transmitter tagged ‘PT123’ and barrier tagged ‘B33’ 
becomes ‘PT123+B33’.)  Alternatively a separate schedule of supertags may be 
maintained.  If you wish to maintain a record of an equipment architecture sketch in 
SISSuite (with version control) then you can generate a drawing with your preferred 
drawing tool and then paste this into a generic document within SISSuite. 
 
As an example of the approach, consider the following example of equipment 
architecture for a notional SIF Tag: PZA100: 
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This represents a high pressure trip function that is required to shut the ESD OR the 
CV, AND open the vent valve.  Notice how the individual instrument tags have been 
grouped into supertags (in this example the logic solver is represented as a 
standalone instrument tag).  Having created the supertags, this function can be 
represented as a Reliability Block Diagram within SISSuite that looks like this: 
 
 

(The common mode aspects are implicit in the voting blocks.) 
 
The following table identifies the workflow for generation of a new SILCheck record: 
 
Entry Point Action  
If New Site → Identify Site ↓ 
If New Plant/Project → Identify Plant/Project.  Allocate to site. ↓ 

If New SIS → 
Create SIS tag: allocate to plant/project.  Check & 
Approve. ↓ 

If New SIF → Create SIF tag; allocate to SIS.  Check and Approve. ↓ 

Optionally: 

If wanted, create new SRS. Check and Approve. 
[Link to PST record and/or LOPA record if required or 
otherwise declare SIL target; other entries may be 
declared later.] ↓ 

If New elements needed → 
Add any new elements needed to build the SIF to the 
element database (SIFED).  Check and Approve. ↓ 
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Identify SIF Reliability Block Diagram (typically with a 
sketch) and assign tags/supertags to blocks. Create 
Instrument tags for the new SIF; allocate the associated 
elements. ↓ 

If new Super Tags needed 
→ 

Create any new Super Tags needed for the new SIF.  (By 
combining instrument tags) Check and Approve. ↓ 

 

In SILCheck, configure RBD by identifying instrument tags 
or super tags in block groups.  (Together with the voting 
used, test interval, β-factor, etc. as appropriate.) Check 
and Approve. 

 

 

10. Process Safety Time: PSTCalc 
 
PSTCalc allows a rigorous evaluation of the process safety time for a SIF i.e. the time 
within which the SIF must complete its action if it is to be effective.  Data entries are 
made in respect of process parameters and related uncertainties to allow calculation 
of the process safety time.  This may then be linked to an associated SRS record if 
required.  Entry of SIF response time data will allow a compliance check and the user 
will be alerted if overall SIF response time exceeds 50% of the identified process 
safety time. (See appendix 3 for further details.) 
 

11. LOPA Module 
 
The advanced LOPA module within SISSuite allows for analysis on the basis of a 
scenario with multiple initiating events.  It allows the declaration of both enabling 
conditions and conditional modifiers and will calculate the demand rate and 
corresponding demand mode of the SIF on the basis of the order in which defence 
layers are invoked (pre or post SIF). (See Appendix 6 for details of the calculation 
basis used.) 
 
Before a LOPA record can be created, the required target Tolerable Event Frequency 
must be available in the database for the account.  Individual Tolerable Event 
categories and frequencies may be specified. 
 

 
 
Up to eight initiating events may be identified together with their frequency of 
occurrence.  Against each an ‘Enabling Condition’ probability may also be assigned. 
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Up to eight protection layers may be identified together with their risk reduction 
factors (RRF).  Each of the layers can be identified as pre or post SIF.  I.E., whether 
the defence would be invoked before or after the SIF.  Typically a control or alarm 
provision would be invoked before a SIF trip.  Mechanical relief, for example, would 
typically be invoked after failure of a high pressure SIF.  The order in which layers are 
invoked will determine the demand rate on the SIF and whether the SIF should be 
low or high demand. (Note: High demand mode PFH calculations are not currently 
supported and will be available with a future release – but at least you will know one 
is needed!) 
 

 
 
In the defence matrix, the user can specify which layers are to be claimed against 
which initiating events.  The system calculates the resulting demand rate and the 
post SIF risk reduction factors.  (As the cursor is scrolled over each check box, the 
corresponding IE/Layer combination is revealed.) 
 

 
 
Up to eight Conditional Modifiers may be identified (e.g. weather or occupancy), 
each with an assigned probability.  These are assumed to apply to all initiating 
events.  Conditional modifiers are NOT used to qualify demand rate.  If you wish to 
claim a modifier to qualify the SIF demand rate, the corresponding probability can be 
declared as an ‘Enabling Condition’ probability against each initiating event. 
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Actions can be assigned to individuals using their email addresses or SISSuite logins 
(if a SISSuite user).  They may be edited via individual LOPA records or they can be 
reviewed and updated by drilling down through the action summary listing (Site 
Actions) available from the dashboard. 

 

12. Operation & Maintenance Phase: FSA4 
 
Compliance with the functional safety standards requires monitoring of SIF 
performance during the operation & maintenance phase of the safety lifecycle and 
validation of the assumptions made during the design phase.  These standards 
require evaluation of these aspects through ‘Stage 4 Functional Safety Assessment’ 
(FSA4).  SISSuite offers several practical tools to facilitate this: 
 
Periodic Reviews - Element Failure Rate Monitoring 
Leading Indicators - SIF Performance Monitoring 
Useful Life Management 
Prevailing PFD Monitoring 
 
These are outlined in the following sections. 
 

12.1. Periodic Reviews - Monitoring Failure Counts 
 
For each element in the database, the periodic review facility, (available under the 
‘Element Management’ menu), allows the user to declare revised population counts, 
together with the identified number of failures within each calendar year. 
 
Failure counts may be entered for past years and can be revised at any time.  If 
failure counts for a year exceed nominal thresholds determined on the basis of the 
anticipated total failure rate (from SIFED data) the entries will be flagged as amber 
or red. 
 
Amber flag: actual failures >= number of anticipated failures x2, rounded, minimum 1.  
 
Red flag: actual failures >= number of anticipated failures x3, rounded UP, minimum 2.  

 
If two amber alerts occur in consecutive years, or if a red alert occurs, some 
investigation is suggested.  The point of the amber alert is that there is always the 
potential for a ‘blip’ in performance with subsequent regression to the mean.   
Prevailing populations are calculated on the basis of the previous year +/- additions 
or removals. 
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Note that if the population is small and the reliability is high, failure count 
monitoring will not be useful as a means of detecting potential end of useful life; the 
anticipated number of failures will be so low that the failure rate (and associated 
PFD) could rise significantly without failures being observed.  
 
The estimated failure rate based on the aggregate of up to 3 years operation will 
also be identified using an approximation of the Poisson distribution.  If considered 
appropriate, this figure can be used to revise the failure rate declared in the element 
database (SIFED).   
 
Note that analysis is based on a simple count of ALL failures; whether safe or 
dangerous.  There are practical difficulties in attempting to identify the failure type, 
(which even for given mode can depend on the duty) particularly when considering 
the broader population of equipment including that employed on control and 
monitoring duties.  In recognition of the broad uncertainties in failure rate 
monitoring and the advantage of keeping the process as simple as possible, 
monitoring of the TOTAL failure rate is adopted.  (With the working assumption that 
dangerous failure rate will correlate with the total failure rate.)  This then allows 
simple measures such as spares consumption and work order history to be used to 
compile a failure count figure. 
 
If specific knowledge of failure type is available this can be used to modify the 
declared Safe Failure Fraction for an element.  Note that a pronounced departure 
from the initial SFF may be an indication of a systematic failing rather than a random 
hardware failure concern. 
 
The range of factors and circumstances that can impact on observed failure rates 
means that this is properly an area for informed professional judgement.  SISSuite is 
designed to help inform this judgement without unrealistic demands of data 
collection. 
 
In practice it might be difficult to identify whether a given failure in a more 
vulnerable subgroup was attributable to the particular vulnerability or whether it 
was a ‘normal’ failure within the wider population of that equipment type.  It is 
proposed therefore that a failure in the subgroup should be recorded against both 
the subgroup AND the wider population superset. A failure outside the subgroup 
would be recorded against the wider population only. 
 
If we have a total population of element type ‘Acme Model PT’ of 90, 8 of which are 
identified as being on ‘Increased Vulnerability’. With one ‘normal duty’ device failure 
and two in the ‘Increased Vulnerability’ group, the record should show: 
 

Device Group Population Failure Count 

Acme Model T All duties 90 1 + 2 = 3 

Acme Model T 
Increased 

Vulnerability 
8 2 
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This approach will avoid an optimistic bias in the evaluation of standard duty 
deployment arising if we were to disregard possibly relevant failures in subgroups.  It 
will be conservative with regard to subgroup populations, since any failures that are 
not associated with the duty will have more apparent significance in the smaller 
population. 

12.2. Leading Indicators 
 
These are used as performance measures for ongoing management of SIFs during 
the operation and maintenance phase of the lifecycle, and the corresponding 
Functional Safety Assessment at stage 4 (FSA4). They provide a means of validating 
the assumptions made at design.  They are available in SISSuite in the ‘Analysis 
Toolbox’. 
 
SISSuite allows the monitoring of four indicators for each SIF: 
 

• Demands 

• Spurious trips 

• Pre-trip alarms 

• Overrides 

 

The user declares each SIF to be monitored: 

 

Step 1 - Add SIF Rates 

 

Identify each SIF tag and the corresponding expected count rate per year for each leading 

indicator measure. 

 

Step 2 - Add Year Counts 

 

Select the relevant SIF Tag and year, and enter the event counts 

 

Entries may be subsequently edited using the rate or year count edit tabs. 

 

Note: SIFs will only appear in the summary listing once BOTH the rates and at least 
one year count have been declared. 
 
Expected average rates may be established from SIF design calculations (spurious 
trip rate) and SIL determination studies (demand rate and pre-alarm rate).  By 
definition, for low demand SIFs the demand rate will be less than 1/year and the 
expected rate will normally be identified as part of the SIL determination exercise. 
If the risk reduction factor expectation for a pre-alarm is a factor 10, then the 
frequency for pre-alarm may be assigned at ten times the demand rate.  Note that 
this calculation is on the risk reduction factor expectation, rather than the risk 
reduction factor claim.  The claim would typically be conservative and the 
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expectation might well be higher, which would therefore yield a higher alarm 
frequency estimate. 
 
Spurious trips would be identified as trip events where the process variable did NOT 
breach the trip threshold.  The spurious trip rate expectation would typically be 
identified from safe failures in the SIF PFD verification calculations. 
 
Override frequency expectation may be identified from anticipated maintenance 
activity, but for some SIFs a more appropriate measure may be aggregate override 
duration; a count of actual hours within the year may be compared with that 
expected. 
 
Count entries may be entered and edited at any time for each of up to 3 previous 
years.  SISSuite will identify the cumulative Poisson probability of the reported count 
across 1, 2 and 3 year horizons.  Probabilities of less than 5% will be highlighted in 
amber; those less than 1% will be highlighted in red. 
 
These flags do not necessarily mean that there is a problem with the SIF 
performance or design assumptions, but they do highlight the more significant 
deviations from expectations allowing a more focused evaluation. 
 
Note that even a single count within a year would have a probability of less than 1% 
if the expectation was 0.01/year, which might be typical of the demand rate for 
many SIFs. 
 

12.3. Useful Life Management 
 
Instrument tags that have exceeded their nominal useful life (as declared in SIFED) 
are identified in a listing (available under ‘Tag management’) that can be filtered by 
the tag hierarchy.  Users can consider what actions may be appropriate: 
 

• Revise useful life, if inspection identifies this as having been underestimated. 

• Change out the instrument. 

• Evaluate prevailing PFD SIL compliance of SIFs that make use of the 

instrument. 

 

12.4. Prevailing PFD 
 
In the ‘Analysis Toolbox’ there is a listing summarising the design PFD for each SIF 
(assuming all elements are within their useful life), together with the prevailing PFD 
taking in to account the ages of the elements used to build the SIF.  The factor by 
which the PFD has changed is also given. 
 
As instruments age beyond their useful life, SISSuite will automatically inflate their 
failure rates and calculate the prevailing (current) PFD for all associated SIFs.  Any SIF 
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that has a PFD that has more than doubled will be flagged, prompting the user to 
evaluate options for management: 
 

• Revise useful life of constituent elements (as identified above) 

• Revise the proof test interval 

• Change out elements 

13. HazOp Module 
 
Before undertaking a HazOp study some preparation in SISSuite is needed: 
 

1. Identify the study (the plant/project scope) 
2. Identify the nodes to be analysed 
3. Identify parameters and guidewords to be used from the library options.  Additional 

parameters and guidewords can be added at any point.  Timing guidewords (e.g. 

sooner/later) such as might be used for sequencing or batch operations are 

optionally available.  
4. If severity, likelihood, and risk categorisation is to be used (policies differ about the 

appropriateness of risk categorization in HazOp studies), then the categories to be 

used should be nominated.  

Once the study is prepared, entries can be made for each deviation analysis.  Each 
analysis will be assigned a reference number corresponding with the node, 
parameter, and guideword. 
 
Severity, Likelihood, and Risk Category are optional fields that can be used with the 
deviation analysis.  [Companies differ in their approach to risk categorization and to 
keep things simple and avoid possible difficulties with calibration, no automatic risk 
categorization (on the basis of severity and likelihood) is employed.]  
 
Actions can be assigned to individuals using their email addresses or SISSuite logins 
(if a SISSuite user).  They may be edited via individual HazOp records or they can be 
reviewed and updated by drilling down through the action summary listing (Site 
Actions) available from the dashboard. 
 
A variety of pdf reports are available which can be compiled to form a complete 
record or issued as separate deliverables. 
 

14. Functional Safety Planning Module (FSMP) 
 
This module provides prompts for appropriate entries to identify the who/what/how 
of the functional safety lifecycle.  Plans can be assigned to individual projects or to 
plants that are in the operating & maintenance phase. 
 
Additional provisions can be added (or removed) to/from each section of the plan as 
required. (Add line/delete line.) 
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It is recognized that not all aspects of the plan will necessarily be identified at the 
ouset – it is to be expected that some aspects of the plan will only emerge, or their 
definition be refined, as the lifecycle execution progresses and matures.  Revisions to 
the plan can be made at any time and will remain under full automatic version 
control within SISSuite. 
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Appendix 1: Safe Failure Fraction and Reliability Specifications 
 
The more helpful product certificates will provide explicit details of failure rates 
(total/dangerous undetected/dangerous detected/safe) and safe failure fraction.  
Some will fall short of this ideal however, and this appendix explains the basis of the 
specifications employed by SISSuite; Total failure rate, SFF, DC. 
 
The failure rates within the formulae below must, of course, be in consistent units. 
(It doesn’t matter what they are as long as they are all the same.) 
 
SFF is identified as: 
 

𝑆𝐹𝐹 =
𝜆𝐷𝑈 + 𝜆𝐷𝐷

𝜆𝐷𝑈 + 𝜆𝐷𝐷 + 𝜆𝑆
× 100% 

 
Or 

𝑆𝐹𝐹 =
𝜆𝐷𝑈 + 𝜆𝐷𝐷

𝜆𝑇
× 100% 

 
The total failure rate is, of course, simply the addition of the individual failure rates: 
 

𝜆𝑇 = 𝜆𝐷𝑈 + 𝜆𝐷𝐷 + 𝜆𝑆 
 
Where: 
 
λDU is the dangerous undetected failure rate 
λDD is the dangerous detected failure rate 
λS is the safe failure rate 
λT is the total failure rate 
 
Sometimes safe failure rates are also separated into ‘detected’ and ‘undetected’, but 
in the context of a single element specification this is not a useful distinction and the 
two numbers can be simply added to give the total λS 

 

Note that ‘No Effect’ failures λNE are NOT to be used in the determination of SFF.  
(This practice was specifically prohibited in the 2nd edition of IEC61508, but some 
products may still have certificates that use these failures in their determination of 
SFF. 
 
Diagnostic Coverage (DC) is identified as: 
 

𝐷𝐶 =
𝜆𝐷𝐷

𝜆𝐷𝑈 + 𝜆𝐷𝐷
× 100% 

 
Or: 

𝐷𝐶 =
𝜆𝐷𝐷

𝜆𝐷
× 100% 
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Where: 
 
λD is the total dangerous failure rate (the sum of detected and undetected dangerous 
failure rates). 
 
If no data is provided on dangerous detected failure rate the diagnostic coverage 
must be assumed to be zero. 
 
 
PFD as a Specification of Reliability 
 
Somewhat perversely, the reliability specification of an element may be given as a 
probability of failure on demand (PFD) assuming a nominal proof test interval and 
full test coverage. 
 
This may be converted to the corresponding dangerous undetected failure rate by 
the following formula: 

𝜆𝐷𝑈 =
2 × 𝑃𝐹𝐷

𝑇
 

 
The failure rate units will correspond with the proof test interval units e.g., if this is 
in years the failure rate will be per year. 
 
Unfortunately this specification does not offer any information about dangerous 
detected or safe failure rates.  If the vendor makes no declaration in this respect, 
users will be obliged to make their own estimate of safe failure fraction.  Since the 
relevant banding is relatively broad; <60%, 60-90%, >90%, this does not typically 
pose an insuperable difficulty.  Any claim of SFF >99% would require formal 
substantiation. 
 
The total failure rate can then be established: 
 

𝜆𝑇 =
𝜆𝐷𝑈

1 − 𝑆𝐹𝐹
 

 
Without any further information on detected failures we must assign DC = 0, and 
assume λDU = λD 

 
If compliance with hardware fault tolerance requirements is to be assessed under 
IEC 61511 2nd edition or IEC 61508 route 2H then SFF is not required for compliance 
evaluation. 
 
Specification of SFF and TOTAL failure rate and DC is employed within SISSuite to 
provide full flexibility in compliance evaluations and establish a consistent basis for 
specification of all elements (which may come with reliability data presented in a 
variety of formats). 
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Appendix 2:  Modifying Certified Equipment Failure Rates on 
the Basis of Deployment 
 
The failure rate declared on a certificate will typically be for a reference environment 
that will not include for ‘real world’ effects such as: 

 
• Being stood upon 

• Being dripped upon 

• Scaffold strikes 

• Lightning strikes/Voltage spikes 

• Process excursions 

• Process connection failures  

• Compromised ingress protection 

• Environmental extremes 

• Inappropriate modification/adjustment 

 
In recognition of this, SISSuite allows for the incorporation of a nominal failure rate 
figure associated with ‘deployment’.  The ‘deployment’ figure may be assigned on 
the basis of ‘vulnerability’, i.e. susceptibility to additional factors.  For these 
purposes the level of vulnerability may be assessed on the basis of three categories; 
environment, duty and exposure, as detailed in table below. 
 
Vulnerability Level and Vulnerability Categories 

 

Vulnerability Category 
Vulnerability Level 

Reduced Standard Increased 

Environment 

benign - well within 
capability, IP rating not 

critical to suitability, not 
subject to excursions 

beyond capability 

Not having a 
‘Reduced’ 

vulnerability in any 
ONE category; 

environment, duty or 
exposure. 

 

Not having a 
‘Reduced’ 

vulnerability in 
MORE than one 

category. 

Duty 

benign - clean, non-
aggressive (or not 

susceptible to 
fouling/attack) or not 
process wetted, little 

vibration, not subject to 
excursions beyond 

capability 

Exposure 

Limited -no exposed process 
connections/isolation points 
(e.g. impulse lines, press tx, 

valve manifold, capillary 
tubing) or protected from 

interference and 
inadvertent strikes, or 

remote from normal access. 

 
Logic solvers and non-field equipment will typically be located in 
equipment/auxiliary rooms and not subject to the same range of influences as the 
plant sensors and final elements.  They will however remain susceptible to 
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unauthorised interference (probably well intentioned, but perhaps ill advised).  
Some equipment will be less susceptible to such interference and it is here 
suggested that vulnerability levels may be assigned on the basis of security together 
with an assessment of whether the assumption of benign duty and environment is 
valid. 
 
Vulnerability Level for Logic Solvers and Non-Field equipment 

 

Logic Solvers & Non-
Field Equipment 

Vulnerability Level 

Reduced Standard Increased 

Inherently secure design 
(i.e., not dependent on 
added security control 

measures) 
e.g. Soild State Logic, 

Safety PLC 
Benign environment  - well 
within capability, IP rating 
not critical to suitability, 

not subject to 
environmental excursions 
Benign duty - well within 

capability or derated 
 

Secure Access 
e.g. Relay System/Trip 

Amp in secure 
environment; locked 

cabinet/room 
authorised personnel 

access only. 
Benign environment- 
well within capability, 
IP rating not critical to 
suitability, not subject 

to environmental 
excursions 

Benign duty - well 
within capability or 

derated 
 

Standard PLC 
OR 

Relay System/Trip 
Amp with 

unsecured access 
OR 

Non-benign 
environment 

OR 
Non-benign duty 

 
All sorts of qualifications might be introduced into the analysis of vulnerability, but 
given the levels of uncertainty in so many aspects of functional safety there is limited 
value in refining the analysis.  The important thing here is to recognise that the ‘raw’ 
figure supplied by the vendor is not likely to be representative of the actual 
performance of the equipment in the field and it is prudent to make some allowance 
in recognition of the influence of deployment. 
 
Suggested figures for dangerous failure rates due to deployment are given in the 
table below.   
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Dangerous Failure Rates for Deployment. 

 

Equipment Type Vulnerability 
Deployment MTBFd 

(years) 
Failure Rate 

(years-1) 

Sensors 

Reduced 900 0.0011 

Standard 300 0.0033 

Increased 100 0.01 

Logic  Solvers & Non 
Field Equipment 

Reduced 2700 0.00037 

Standard 900 0.0011 

Increased 300 0.0033 

Final Elements 

Reduced 900 0.0011 

Standard 300 0.0033 

Increased 100 0.01 

 
The values in this table should be regarded as indicative rather than definitive.  Users 
may wish to compile their own values, based on an evaluation of their specific 
applications’ susceptibilities to ‘real world’ influences, particularly if site specific field 
data is available.  A more comprehensive table might be compiled for individual 
equipment types, considering a range of generic database values and a range of 
vendor figures, but given the uncertainty in the data there may be limited value to 
be gained.   
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Appendix 3:  Process Safety Time Parameter Specification 
 
PST will often be nominated on the basis of established practice and judgement 
rather than any formal evaluation, but although it may not be recognised, implicit in 
a specification of PST for a continuous variable trip is the approach speed of the 
variable to the true constraint, since: 
 

𝑃𝑆𝑇 = (𝑃𝑉 𝑎𝑡 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝 𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔) ÷ 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 

 
The actual trip point may differ from the trip setting because of uncertainty in the 
measurement comparison between the trip setting and the process variable: 
 

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝 𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 

 
The influence of trip point error is often so small that it may be disregarded, but this 
cannot always be assumed to be the case.  
 
Explicit identification of the speed of approach to the constraint will allow a refined 
trip setting specification to be determined on the basis of the protection speed of 
response. Progressive throttling during shut-off, for example, may well mean that 
the approach speed will reduce once the protection is invoked, but typically a worst 
case linear approach speed would be used to estimate the trip margin.  A full 
analysis of approach trajectory would have to include inertial effects and process 
dynamics and this degree of rigour would only be employed in exceptional 
circumstances. 
 
A rule of thumb that is often adopted is to aim by design for the SIF response time 
(SRT) to be no more than half the PST.  This is not an inviolable rule however; design 
considerations might mean that something longer than half is appropriate.  Slavish 
adherence might well lead to the specification of larger actuators for instance, with 
unwarranted consequences for size, weight and expense.  A discussion with the 
process engineer might well reveal that the declared PST is ‘negotiable’.  Even if the 
original PST is confirmed, a response time greater than half may be perfectly 
acceptable as long as there is confidence that the overall trip execution time will not 
grow to exceed the PST. 
 
The appropriate trip setting for a process variable will be identified with a margin to 
the process limit and may be influenced by a number of considerations: 
 

• The post trip increment in the process variable due to process lag e.g., fill line 
drain down inventory adding to a level, or temperature continuing to rise due 
to multiple order temperature lags. 

• Uncertainty in the process variable measurement and the trip point 

• Uncertainty in the specification of the process limit (e.g. bursting disc 
rupture) 
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• The amplitude of the process noise i.e. of the uncontrolled higher frequency 
fluctuations in the process variable; a trip point must be at least half this 
amplitude away from the hazard point. 
 

The characteristics bearing on trip settings are illustrated in the figure: 
 

 
 
Trip Setting Characteristics 
 
There is potentially some confusion over what constitutes the Hazard Point.  As an 
example, if we consider loss of containment due to overpressure and rupture of the 
pressure envelope as the ultimate hazard, we will likely include mechanical relief as 
an independent layer of protection in our SIL determination analysis.  The hazard 
point is then the potential rupture pressure and the true process safety time is the 
time to this rupture pressure; essentially we would be designing the SIF as a 
protection layer to cater for the possibility of mechanical relief failure.  Note 
however that in designing a SIF to support this it is possible that the pressure 
excursion post trip could still trigger the mechanical relief even though this was not 
necessary to supress the hazard.  If avoidance of mechanical relief was a critical 
operational concern a new constraint on trip execution time would arise.  If the 
hazard point was identified as the relief setting we would identify a shorter process 
‘safety’ time; this would be conservative but might give rise to unwarranted difficulty 
in the SIF design.  A critical review of the hazard specification and design options 
would be indicated. 
 
The uncertainty in a trip point will be a function of the capability of the equipment; it 
will be determined by the accuracy and drift of the sensor system and the trip 
amplifier and the associated calibration interval.  Typically the uncertainty of the trip 
amplifier will be so low relative to the process measurement uncertainty that it may 
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be disregarded. The uncertainty may cause a trip to be delayed or advanced relative 
to the nominal trip setting.  If the actual trip is closer to the constraint than the 
nominal setting, the trip will be delayed by a time corresponding with the trip point 
error and the speed of the process.  
 

𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 = 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑇𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ÷ 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 

 
𝐺𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝 𝐸𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 + 𝑆𝐼𝐹 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

 
The trip point tolerance (i.e. potential trip point error) may be established from a 
published safety specification identifying the appropriate tolerance, or it may be 
calculated from equipment performance specifications.  This is not necessarily a 
straightforward matter however, a rigorous calculation must combine accuracy and 
drift specifications of the system components together with the calibration interval, 
and include installation effects and pertinent influence quantities such as equipment 
operating temperature and process operating conditions; this is beyond the scope of 
the present article.  Note that some safety specification tolerances might well be an 
order magnitude greater than those simply identified by the more usual 
performance (accuracy) specifications. 
 
The performance and calibration of instrumentation systems is often identified using 
a 95% confidence level corresponding with two standard deviations of a normal 
distribution.  This implies a 1 in 40 chance of a dangerous out of tolerance value 
from this consideration alone. This is not consistent with SIL performance 
requirements.  It is here suggested that a tolerance established from published 
specifications (and incorporating drift, installation effects and influence quantities) 
should therefore typically be expanded by at least a factor two. (Giving a tolerance 
at approximately 99.994% confidence) 
 
The ultimate requirement is that the SIF response time should not exceed the PST 
minus the potential delay due to trip point error. 
 

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑆𝐼𝐹 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑃𝑆𝑇 − 𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 
 
A more refined rule-of-thumb as a design target would be to say that that the SIF 
response time should be no more than 50% of the maximum allowable. 
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Appendix 4:  Parallel Elements in Parallel Branches 
 
It may be that a configuration that uses parallel elements in parallel branches is 
contemplated.  This is an unusual arrangement and is not typically useful; the 
additional complications in the design and the installation, and the associated proof 
testing requirements, are not justified by the marginal improvement in PFD.  SISSuite 
does not cater explicitly for this architecture.  If the user wishes to analyse such an 
arrangement, a simple approach is to model the parallel elements in each branch as 
a single element with a failure rate equal to the common mode beta factor times the 
original element failure rate.  This will provide a close approximation since the 
common mode aspect is the dominant contribution to the PFD in such 
configurations. 
 
Rather than parallel elements in parallel branches, if practicable, a superior design 
arrangement would be to make the parallel elements common to the parallel 
branches.  For example, a single 1oo2 relay pair acting on 1oo2 circuit breakers 
rather than TWO 1oo2 relay pairs with one pair associated with each individual 
breaker. 
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Appendix 5:  Prior-Use Evaluation & Safety Specification Fields 
 
Capability Specification: This reference should provide confidence that the duty is 

within the identified capability of the element.  Alternatively, confidence may be 

established through extended satisfactory service of a legacy element on a specific 

duty – to be identified as part of the record, with an entry in this field of ‘as per 

noted duties’ or similar. 

Installation & Maintenance Instructions: This reference should provide confidence 

that the element is appropriately installed and maintained.  Alternatively, confidence 

may be established through extended satisfactory service of a legacy element on a 

specific duty - to be identified as part of the record, with an entry in this field of ‘as 

per noted duties’ or similar. 

Equipment type A/B: corresponding with the definitions used in IEC 61508.  Simple 

equipment, not using any software or integrated circuits, may be assessed as type A, 

complex equipment as type B. 

Safe Failure Fraction (SFF): may be based on an evaluation of the nature of the 

equipment and its deployment; if it is good quality, industrial grade equipment, 

configured to be failsafe, it would not seem unreasonable to assume that the 

dominant failure mode is safe and to nominate a safe failure fraction in the 60-90% 

range (one of the bands identified in IEC 61508).  On this basis, a working 

assumption of a safe failure fraction of 75% would seem reasonable. (Failure rate 

monitoring within SISSuite allows ongoing validation of nominated failure rates.) If 

there is some particular design concern that militates against safe failure you may 

judge safe failure fraction to be less than 60%. 

(See Appendix 1 for further details on SFF.) 

If you have explicit records of safe and dangerous failures within a representative 

population, the more conservative value of the apparent SFF or the SFF estimated 

from the above approach might be used. 

Diagnostic Coverage: in the absence of specific data on diagnostic coverage a default 

value of zero should be adopted.  [This will not have any impact on a compliance 

(SILCheck) evaluation unless the element uses a Limited Variability Language – which 

under IEC61511 must have a DC of at least 60%.] 

Useful life: (the period before ‘wear out’ starts to increase the failure rate) is given a 

default value of 10 years, but many equipment items may well have a useful life 

beyond this (or less if susceptible to degradation).  Note that the absence of failures 

does not in itself demonstrate that useful life has not been exceeded – the 

probability of failure may be increasing although no failure has been reported.  

Extensions to useful life should be on the basis of inspection of representative 

element condition and evaluation of susceptibility to ageing effects. 
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Appendix 6:  LOPA Calculations 
 
In the LOPA module within SISSuite, the Hazard Event Frequency (HEF) - the 

frequency with which the hazardous event is expected to occur, is calculated as: 

𝐻𝐸𝐹 = ∑ [𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖  ×  𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖  × ∏
1

𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐼𝑃𝐿 𝑖𝑗

𝑗

𝑗=1

] 

𝑖

𝑖=1

 

Where: 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the probability of the conditions occurring that would allow 

the hazardous event to arise e.g.  the proportion of time that a batch plant is 

producing a hazardous grade.  

Note: 

• The performance specification for protection layers is accepted in terms of Risk 

Reduction Factor (RRF) rather than its reciprocal, ‘Probability of Failure on Demand’ 

(PFD).  (Either can be used, but RRF is considered by SISSuite Ltd. to be the more 

intuitive approach.) 

• The Pre/Post specification for protection layers does not impact on the calculation, 

but is used to calculate the demand frequency on the SIF and therefore the 

appropriate demand mode.  

 

The hazardous event will not necessarily always lead to the potential consequences, 

since a variety of conditional modifiers (e.g. probability of ignition, occupancy, 

weather conditions) might mitigate the consequences of the hazardous event.  The 

Mitigated Event Frequency (MEF) is therefore calculated as: 

𝑀𝐸𝐹 = ∏ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑘

𝑘

𝑘=1

 ×  𝐻𝐸𝐹 

Where: 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑟   is the probability that the conditional modifier will NOT 

mitigate the consequence. 

This MEF is compared with the Tolerable Event Frequency (TEF), the frequency with 

which the potential consequences may be tolerated, to identify the required risk 

reduction factor: 

𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑅𝐹 =  
𝑀𝐸𝐹

𝑇𝐸𝐹
 

 

If the SIF is found to be operating in high demand mode, the calculation is of the 

required Probability of Failure Per Hour (PFH); the failure rate of the SIF.  The 
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initiating event frequency and Pre-SIF protection layers no longer have any bearing 

on the calculation: 

𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝐹𝐻 =  {𝑇𝐸𝐹 [∏
1

𝑅𝑅𝐹𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑆𝐼𝐹 𝐼𝑃𝐿 𝑗

𝑗

𝑗=1

× ∏ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑘

𝑘

𝑘=1

]⁄ } 

×
1

8760
 

Where: 

TEF is specified in frequency per year 

𝑅𝑅𝐹𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑆𝐼𝐹 𝐼𝑃𝐿  is the Risk Reduction Factor of each IPL that is invoked AFTER (post) 

the SIF. 

 


